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Abstract. Combining the target flight and acquisition characteristics with tracking
process, a phase calibration method is proposed through theoretical analysis of
dual channel monopulse tracking system angular error demodulation principle.
The key of that is a new real-time correction phase and real time cross coupling
synthetic elimination scheme, which can quickly complete the phase calibration
based on the method of radar terminal demodulation output cross coupling error
angle voltage. It can use static beacons to achieve phase calibration and also can
be in in the process of tracking flying object realizing real-time dynamic phase
correction.
Introduction
In the maritime tracking and control system, the angle self tracking is the
pre-condition for the completion of the measurement and control task [1, 2]. At
present, most of the angle tracking systems adopts the dual channel monopulse
tracking scheme, which is of the properties such as high precision, hig data speed,
far distance and strong anti-interference ability [3, 4]. However, the phase
difference between the sum and difference channels should be calibrated to obtain
the angle error voltage correctly. There are many methods to resolve this problem
[5-6]. However, considering the shipborne complex dynamic conditions, new
designation should be taken into account to be suitable for shipborne ladar [7-8].
Traditional phase standard calibration methods need antenna being strict alignment
with target firstly [9, 10], then manual operating antenna for partial azimuth and
elevation deviation. By way of automatic phase shifter and related operations, the
channel transmission delay and the antenna directional sensitivity are obtained.
The method is time consuming and is difficult to guarantee the antenna alignment
with target strictly on the ship borne floating platform radar. In this manuscript, a
phase calibration method is proposed, which can quickly complete the phase
calibration based on the method of radar terminal demodulation output cross
coupling error angle voltage. It can use static beacons to achieve phase calibration
and also can be in in the process of tracking flying object realizing real-time
dynamic phase correction.
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Theory Analysis
Dual Channel Monopulse Tracking Scheme. Taking the left-hand circular
polarization signal as an example, the angular error demodulation formula is as
follows.
'
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Where U is output azimuth angle error voltage, U is output elevation angle
'
error voltage,  is phase difference between two channels, U Az is real azimuth
angle error voltage, U is real elevation angle error voltage. When  equals to
zero, the azimuth and pitch angle error of the radar terminal strictly equals to the
angle error of the actual target. When  does not equal to zero, azimuth and
elevation angle error demodulation output radar terminal voltage does not strictly
equal to the actual target deviation of the antenna axis azimuth and pitching angle
error voltage. So cross coupling transformation relationship between them should
be eliminated.
Real Time Phase Correction Method. For static target, the initial state is
angle error voltage is zero, so the antenna aligns with target strictly. Azimuth and
elevation angle errors are as follows.
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So the expression of  can be written as follows.
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According to the theoretical analysis above, in the initial state antenna power
shaft alignment with target, if antenna is manually pulled partial angle range, radar
terminal actual demodulation of pitch angle error and azimuth error curve is a
straight line with slope of tg ( ) . The channel transmission delay difference can be
obtained according to the slope of the line.
For static target, the initial state is angle error voltage is not zero, so the antenna
does not align with target. Azimuth and elevation angle errors are as follows.
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After detail theretical deducing which is no longer given, the expression of 
can be written as follows.
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The same as the situation above, the channel transmission delay difference can
be obtained according to the slope of the line. For moving target, the analyzing
method is the same, so the detail analysis is no longer given. Just the application of
the theory above is demostrated as follows.

Realization of Phase Caliberation and Cross Coupling Elimination
The real-time phase calibration module receives the azimuth and elevation angle
errors from the radar terminal combing with the theoretical refernce and timing
information, channel transmission delay difference is real-time obtained. The
principle process is shown in Fig. 1(a).

Figure 1. Phase caliberation and cross coupling elimination diagram, (a) is
phase caliberation schematic and (b) is cross coupling elimination diagram
When  is not equal to zero, there is cross coupling. In order to elimate it,
making the demodulation target angle error being exactly equal to the actual target
angle error, a method is to eliminate differential channel phase difference at front
of radar terminal, which real time introduces phase calibration module into closed
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loop servo tracking process, not only achieving real-time correctiing of the phase,
but also can greatly improve the servo angle tracking system adaptive ability.
Conclusions
A method of automatic phase correction proposed here can be used to realize the
dynamic calibration with the tower or during target tracking process. On this basis,
a new real-time cross coupling elimination scheme is put forward, which through
data processing way to eliminate the radar terminal demodulation output cross
coupling between the servo control azimuth and elevation error voltage. The
scheme not only realizes the tracking system in the moving target, but also the
angle servo tracking system has the sum and difference channel phase transmission
delay adaptive ability, which will improve the reliability of the system and
enhance the system repair ability.
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